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Competition of mesoscales and crossover to tricriticality in polymer solutions
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~Received 21 September 2001; published 22 May 2002!

We show that the approach to asymptotic fluctuation-induced critical behavior in polymer solutions is
governed by a competition between a correlation length diverging at the critical point and an additional
mesoscopic length-scale, the radius of gyration. Accurate light scattering experiments on polystyrene solutions
in cyclohexane with polymer molecular weights ranging from 200 000 up to 11.43106 clearly demonstrate a
crossover between two universal regimes: a regime with Ising asymptotic critical behavior, where the corre-
lation length prevails, and a regime with tricriticalU-point behavior determined by a mesoscopic polymer-
chain length.
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Close enough to the critical point, the correlation lengthj
of the fluctuations of the order parameter has grown so la
that the microscopic and even the mesoscopic structur
fluids become unimportant: complex fluids becom
‘‘simple.’’ This feature is known as critical-point universalit
@1#. Within a universality class, determined by the nature
the order parameter, properly chosen physical propertie
different systems exhibit the same near-critical behavior.
critical phase-separation transitions in fluids belong to
three-dimensional Ising-model universality class, as the
der parameter~associated with density or/and concentratio!
is a scalar. However, in practice, the pure asymptotic reg
is often hardly accessible. Even in simple fluids, such
xenon and helium, the physical properties in the critical
gion show a tendency to crossover from Ising asympto
behavior to mean-field behavior@2,3#. This crossover de-
pends on the microscopic structure of the system, namely
the range of interaction and on a molecular-size ‘‘cutoff.’’
simple fluids, crossover to mean-field critical behavior
never completed within the critical domain~which can be
defined roughly as within 10% of the critical temperatur!:
the ‘‘cutoff’’ length and the range of interactions are to
short. In complex fluids, regardless of the range of inter
tion, the role of the cutoff is played by a mesoscopic ch
acteristic length scalejD that is associated with a particula
mesoscopic structure@4#. If the cutoff length is mesoscopic
it can compete with the correlation lengthj within the criti-
cal domain. The temperature at which the correlation len
becomes equal to the structural length can be naturally
fined as a crossover temperature between two regim
namely, an Ising asymptotic critical regime and a regi
determined by the nature of the mesoscopic structure of
complex fluid. In some complex fluids, like polymer sol
tions, it is possible to tune the structural length scale a
make it very large. If both lengths, the correlation length
the critical fluctuations associated with the fluid-fluid sep
ration and the structural correlation length, diverge at
same point, this point will be a multicritical point. A perfe
example of such a multicritical phenomenon appears i
polymer solution near theU point. TheU point is the point
of limiting ~infinite molecular weight of polymer! of phase
separation in an infinitely dilute solution@5#. It is well known
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that theU point is a ‘‘symmetrical tricritical point’’@6#. Both
the radius of gyrationRg ~assumed to be proportional tojD)
of the polymer molecule and the correlation length of t
concentration fluctuations diverge at theU point, leading to
tricriticality. Phenomenologically, a tricritical point emerge
because of a coupling between two order parameters,
scalar and one vectorlike, which results in a change in
order of the phase transition: a second-order transition a
ciated with the structural order parameter becomes of
order and thus is accompanied by a phase separation@7#. At
a tricritical point, two universality classes meet each oth
making tricritical behavior~in three dimensions! almost
mean-field-like. Thus, the radius of gyration serves as
‘‘screening length’’ for the critical fluctuations of concentra
tion. By tuning the radius of gyration~probing different mo-
lecular weights! and the correlation length of critical fluctua
tions ~changing the temperature distance from the liqu
liquid critical point!, one can probe the crossover from th
Ising asymptotic behavior to the mean-field-like tricritic
U-point behavior. Such a crossover was first detected fr
analyses of the osmotic susceptibility obtained in a neut
scattering experiment@8# and of the shape of polymer solu
tion coexistence curves@9#. Unfortunately, experimental dat
analyzed so far were not close enough to theU point to
unambiguously separate crossover to tricriticality from no
asymptotic regular effects@10#.

To observe the competition of two mesoscales in polym
solutions and convincingly prove crossover toU-point tric-
riticality, one needs to tune both the radius of gyration a
the correlation length of the critical fluctuations over a lar
range, that is, to probe as high molecular weights as poss
and to measure both the critical susceptibility and the co
lation length with an accuracy of the order of 1%. It is
challenging experimental task, and even most recent lig
scattering experiments in polymer solutions@11,12# did not
resolve the crossover to mean-fieldU-point behavior.

In this communication we report accurate light-scatter
experiments performed for polystyrene solutions in cyc
hexane with the polymer molecular weightMw ranging from
200 000 to 11.43106. The data clearly and unambiguous
confirm the physical nature of the crossover toU-point tric-
riticality as described above. Moreover, the crossover beh
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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ior of the susceptibility and correlation length is in excelle
agreement with the theory of the crossover critical pheno
ena, also developed at the University of Maryland~see
@13,14# and bibliography there!. We have also attempted t
solve one of the most subtle problems of tricriticalit
namely, experimental detection of so-called logarithmic c
rections to mean-field tricritical behavior@15,16#. Such cor-
rections have a universal nature as they are predicted t
retically to exist near all kinds of tricritical points@17#.

Experimental technique, sample preparation, and exp
mental procedure have been described in detail elsew
@18#. Five polystyrene samples~obtained from Polymer
Laboratories Inc.! with a polydispersity index 1.02 (Mw
51.963105), 1.06 (Mw51.123106), 1.04 (Mw51.95
3106), 1.05 (Mw53.953106), and 1.09 (Mw511.43107)
have been investigated. Two identical He:Ne lasers an
receiving photomultiplier system have been aligned at t
fixed scattering angles, 30° and 150°. Small parts of
incident-beam intensity of both lasers, directed by mean
beam splitters and optical guides to the photomultipl
served as calibration intensities. Our measurement proce
allows elimination of the influence of any laser power dri
as well as of slow fluctuations in the sensitivity of the ph
tomultiplier. A square optical cell with an optical path of
mm is placed in a two-stage thermostat. This system allo
stabilization of the temperature to within 0.5 mK over a fe
days. We determined the critical temperatureTc ~more pre-
cisely, the temperature of phase separation! by monitoring
the intensity of the transmitted beam and the scattering
tensity while the sample is cooled from above the criti
temperature in steps of 2–3 mK. The critical compositionfc
was checked by equality of volumes of the coexisting pha
and established with an accuracy of at least 3–5%. Turbi
measurements were made, enabling us to apply the co
tions due to turbidity loss and multiple scattering evalua
by a Monte Carlo simulation@19,11#. The overall accuracy o
the intensity measurements in the range oft5(T2Tc)/Tc
varying from 1026 to 1021 is estimated to be about 1–2%
Data att,1025 and t.631022 were not included in the
analysis as they became strongly affected by uncertaint
the critical composition and by polydispersity~close toTc),
and by background scattering~far away fromTc).

The corrected scattering intensityI was fitted to the fol-
lowing expression:

I 5I 0xG~qj!1I b . ~1!

Here x is the osmotic susceptibility,I b is a background
intensity, I 0 is an instrumental constant, q
54pnl0

21sin(u/2) is the scattering wave number (n is the
refractive index,l0 is the wavelength of the incident light,u
is the scattering angle!, andG(qj) is the spatial correlation
function taken in the Fisher-Burford approximation@20#,

G~qj!5
@110.0842~qj!2#h/2

11~qj!2S 11
h

2
0.0842D , ~2!

with h50.033, a universal critical exponent.
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The osmotic susceptibility and the correlation length we
represented by the following crossover expressions@8# taken
for the particular case of the normalized coupling const
ū51:

x215a0tY(g21)/DSF11
u* nz2

2~z212n!
G , ~3!

j5 j̄0t21/2Y(122n)/2DS, ~4!

where Y is a crossover function of a single argument,z
5j/jD , defined as

Y5~11z2!2DS/2n. ~5!

In Eqs. ~3!–~5!, g51.239, n50.630, andDS>0.50 ~we
adoptedDS50.51 @13#! are universal critical exponents an
u* 50.472 for the three-dimensional Ising universality cla
@1,13#; a0 and j̄0 are mean-field amplitudes of the invers
susceptibility and of the correlation length. In principle, t
crossover function depends on two crossover parameterz,
and a normalized coupling constantū. However, the analysis
of the experimental data has shown thatū is almost indepen-
dent of Mw and always close to unity. Since a theoretic
analysis@10# confirms that this parameter is irrelevant f
crossover to theU-point tricriticality, we have adoptedū
51.

In the limit z→0, the crossover functionY→1, the sus-
ceptibility and correlation lengths follow mean-field beha
ior x215a0t and j5 j̄0t21/2. In the limit z→`, Y

→(tjD / j̄0)DS→0, the susceptibility and the correlatio
length exhibit Ising asymptotic critical behavior:x5G0t2g

andj5j0t2n with amplitudesG050.871a0
21( j̄0 /jD)2(g21)

FIG. 1. Scaled osmotic susceptibility and deviation of the s
ceptibility from Ising critical behavior~shown as inset! for solutions
of polystyrene in cyclohexane as a function of the scaled dista
t/tx to the critical temperature. The symbols represent experime
data, the dashed lines represent two limiting behaviors: Is
asymptotic behavior and mean-field behavior, while the solid cur
represent the crossover theory.
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andj05 j̄0( j̄0 /jD)122n @14#. Actually, the Ornstein-Zernike
approximation for the correlation function should replace
Fisher-Burford approximation in the mean-field limit. How
ever, the difference between these two approximation
negligible when the correlation length is small as it is in t
mean-field regime.

To represent the experimental data for each molec
weight, four parameters were used as adjustable:I 0 , I b , j̄0,
and jD . Although the amplitudea0 is absorbed inI 0, to
calculate G0, we fixed a051, as predicted by the Flory
model in theU-point limit @10#. The parameterI b becomes
important farther away from the critical temperature, whe
I b andjD are strongly statistically correlated. To make su
that we found accurate values for the parametersI b and jD
we checked the results obtained for different fitting interv
of t.

A sensitive test of the shape of the crossover behavior
be obtained from an analysis of the effective exponent of
susceptibility, defined asgeff52] ln x/ln t. The exponent
geff exhibits crossover from its classical valueg51.00 to its
Ising valueg51.24. The reduced crossover temperaturet3

5(T32Tc)/Tc can be defined as the inflection point ofgeff .
It turns out thatt3>( j̄0 /jD)2.

It follows from Eqs.~3! and ~4! that the susceptibilities
and the correlation lengths obtained for different molecu
weights~differentjD) when reduced asxt3

g /G0 andjt3
n /j0,

respectively, should collapse into master curves as funct
of the scaled temperaturet/t3 . The master curve for the
susceptibility shown in Fig. 1 clearly demonstrates a cro
over between two limits, Ising and mean field, over sev
orders oft/t3 . In Fig. 2, the same crossover is manifest

FIG. 2. Scaled correlation length for solutions of polystyrene
cyclohexane as a function of the scaled distancet/t3 to the critical
temperature. The symbols represent experimental data, the da
lines represent Ising asymptotic behavior and mean-field beha
while the solid curve represents the crossover theory. In the in
molecular-weight dependence of the inverse correlation lengt
the crossover temperature~closed circles!; crosses are the norma
ized radius of gyrationRg /A3 scaled as squared root of the m
lecular weight of the polymer@8#. For Mw>106, the values ofRg

have been extrapolated~dashed line!.
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by the correlation length. It is remarkable that the correlat
length taken at the crossover temperature follows almost
fectly the normalized radius of gyrationRg /A3, indepen-
dently measured by neutron scattering@21#. It also follows
from our analysis that the dependence of the critical am
tudes on the molecular weight can be described within
perimental accuracy by de Gennes’s scaling@6,22#. In Fig. 3,
the difference between the crossover temperatureT3 @deter-
mined as the inflection point ofgeff(t) and as the tempera

hed
r,
t:

at

FIG. 3. Difference between the crossover temperatureT3 and
the critical temperatureTc of polystyrene-cyclohexane solutions a
a function of the critical volume fractionfc and of Mw

21/2 ~inset!.
Solid circles correspond to the inflection points ofgeff(t). Crosses
correspond to the temperatures at whichj5Rg /A3. Open circles
are the temperatures at whichj5Rg /A3 for the system of
polystyrene-deuterocyclohexane@8#. Forfc<0.05, the values ofRg

have been extrapolated. The solid curve is an approximation b
on (T32Tc)}N21/2, with N(fc) defined parametrically by Eq.~6!.

FIG. 4. Critical volume fractionfc of solutions of polystyrene
in cyclohexane, scaled as a function of the squared root of
inverse molecular weight~closed circles!. Open circles are the dat
for the system of polystyrene-deuterocyclohexane@8#. The solid
curve represents Eq.~6! with y51.26.
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ture wherej5Rg /A3# and the critical temperature is plotte
as a function of the critical volume fraction and of the m
lecular weight. The difference vanishes at theQ-point limit
and scales approximately asMw

21/2, as predicted by the
crossover theory. In the Flory model, the critical volum
fractionfc51/(11AN), whereN5Mw /M0 is the degree of
polymerization (M0 is the molecular weight of a polymer
chain unit!. According to de Gennes’s scaling,fc also scales
as Mw

21/2. However, the dependence ofT32Tc on fc and,
correspondingly, the dependence offc on Mw

21/2 exhibit a
pronounced nonlinearity~Figs. 3 and 4!. The violation of the
Flory prediction for the critical volume fraction is a wel
known fact: it has been attributed to partial collapsing of
polymer coils and described by a power law with an ad
tional critical exponent@23,24#. Our analysis, which include
old data of Melnichenkoet al. @8# and our new data very
close to theU point, show that such an exponent is n
needed and that all data are well described by the Flo
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model formula corrected by a renormalization-group-the
logarithmic term associated with tricritical fluctuations,

fc5
1

11AN~11y ln N!21/2
. ~6!

Equation~6! contains only one system-dependent parame
y51.2660.02, and, in contrast to the mean-field predictio
shows zero slope at theU point. Computer simulations re
ported recently also indicate the existence of logarithmic c
rections@25–28#. We suggest that the logarithmic correctio
is indeed responsible for the observed behavior offc as the
data used here are much closer to theU point and less af-
fected by nonasymptotic contributions.
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